
Defeated 
militarily, Islamic
State still a 
global threat
PARIS: The year 2017 saw significant
destruction to the Islamic State (IS), which
lost almost all of its self-proclaimed
“Caliphate” in Iraq and Syria, but experts
warn the group is adapting and continues to
be a threat. Within hours of the start of the
year, an Uzbek who described himself as a
“Caliphate Soldier” opened fire at a nightclub
in Istanbul in Turkey, murdering 39 New
Year’s Eve revelers. 

Through directly arming jihadists or by lur-
ing them with online propaganda, IS has com-
mitted or inspired dozens of deadly attacks,
especially during the first half of the year,
including in Pakistan, Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan,
Egypt, Somalia and Great Britain. Among them
was suicide bomber Salman Abedi, a young
British man of Libyan origin, who killed 22
people-including many children-by blowing
up a homemade bomb at the exit of an Ariana
Grande pop concert in Manchester on May 22.
Vehicle attacks, committed by jihadists
inspired by IS orders, have brought bloodshed
to the streets of Jerusalem, London,
Stockholm, New York and Barcelona-and
remain very difficult to prevent.

‘From the ashes’ 
The attacks, which claimed several thousand

lives overall, took place despite the almost
complete dismantling of the organization in Iraq
and Syria, following a coordinated offensive
launched in autumn 2016. IS-also known by the
Arabic acronym Daesh-had set up a base to
manage its networks abroad, recruit soldiers,
finance and coordinate their actions.  But its
physical disappearance did not put an end to
the attacks.  “IS certainly is defeated militarily,”
former anti-terrorist analyst, Yves Trotignon
said. “While it has about 3,000 fighters in Syria
and Iraq, which is a lot, it should be remem-
bered that in 2009 the predecessor of the
Islamic State of Iraq had been militarily defeat-

ed. But it took them only two and a half years to
take advantage of the Syrian revolution and rise
again from the ashes.”

‘Very menacing’ 
The way in which the post-IS world is

managed in the coming months and years will
prove crucial in preventing the Sunni commu-
nity from creating another jihadist movement
claiming to defend its interests, according to
experts. And in the meantime, the long list of
atrocities, attacks or failed attempts of 2017
proves that the global jihadist movement-
including Al-Qaeda remains resilient. — AFP 
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MILDENHALL: A handout picture released by the US Air Force shows a KC-135 Stratotanker taking off for an aerial refueling mission over the North Sea from Royal Air Force (RAF) Mildenhall in east England. British
police arrested a man at a US air base in eastern England on Monday after a car apparently drove into a checkpoint gate, prompting military personnel to open fire, various sources said on December 18, 2017. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: With GPS-guided bombs,
armed drones beaming footage via satellite
and spy cameras scooping up intel from the
heavens, America’s military machine is
growing ever more reliant on space-based
technology. But what would happen if an
enemy were to target the military’s satel-
lites, or somehow jam their signals? The
disastrous scenario is one the Pentagon
knows all too well could happen, and for
which it is actively preparing.

“Our force structure today is built
around the assumption that we have GPS
and we have satellite communications. We
are very lethal when we have those things,”
said Colonel Richard Zellmann, commander
of the 1st Space Brigade based in Colorado.
“But when you start taking away those
combat multipliers, we need to go back
then to the days of the industrial-age army
where you have to have three times as
many people as the adversary does.” About
70 percent of the Army’s major combat
systems depend on signals being beamed
from space, Zellmann said, a fact that has

not slipped the attention of other countries.
“Militaries around the world have begun

to understand the advantages that the US
has enjoyed because of uncontested access
to the space domain,” Zellmann recently
told reporters. Russia and China are
both developing satellites capable of
maneuvering through space, poten-
tially allowing them to smash into
another orbiting object. America, too,
has acquired satellites that can move
in orbit and inspect or monitor other
space objects. But Zellmann noted it
is far cheaper and simpler for an ene-
my to disrupt or damage US military
satellites than to develop their own
orbital platforms. For instance, low-
cost jammers placed at the right
location can wreak havoc with
incoming GPS signals, which are
often quite weak.

Sailing by star   
Already, the Army has brought back

training to keep soldiers current on how to

read paper maps, and the Navy is teaching
sailors how to navigate by the stars with the
help of sextants, first used in the 18th cen-
tury. Army operations centers have map
boards that show where troops are on the

ground, so if a “Blue Force tracker” that
watches soldiers with GPS is disrupted, “we
still know where all of our units are,”
Zellmann said. The old-school, analog tech-
nologies are also being augmented by new

science designed to replicate satellites, only
from Earth.

The military’s Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency, better known as
DARPA, which innovates and develops new

technologies for the Pentagon, has
stated it wants a new generation of
precise navigation and timing tools
that can work without GPS. One
such system uses “pseudolites”-
ground-based devices that beam
GPS-like signals and are already
being used in the commercial sector.
Another technology that is used in
aircraft is an “inertial navigation sys-
tem” that deploys a series of sensors
and gyroscopes to calculate a
plane’s or a missile’s-location.

But the accuracy of these sys-
tems is prone to drift a bit over time

without calibration, usually done by GPS,
something which the military is attempting
to improve. The Pentagon is also investing
in a new generation of satellites that will
provide the military with better accuracy

and have better anti-jamming capabilities.
Lieutenant General John Thompson, com-
mander of the Space and Missile Systems
Center based in Los Angeles, said space
has become crowded, and the military is all
too aware that the days of having superiori-
ty in orbit are over.

“Our weapon systems of today were
built primarily anticipating a benign space
environment (that)... is now contested and
congested,” he said. “We have to be able
to operate in that domain.” President
Donald Trump on Monday unveiled his
first National Security Strategy, which
specifically addressed the military impor-
tance of America’s space infrastructure.
“The United States considers unfettered
access to and freedom to operate in space
to be a vital interest,” the document states.
“Any harmful interference with or an
attack upon critical components of our
space architecture that directly affects this
vital US interest will be met with a deliber-
ate response at a time, place, manner and
domain of our choosing.” — AFP 

US military imagines war without GPS
Spy cameras scooping up intel from the heavens

65 journalists, 
media workers 
killed globally 
PARIS: Sixty-five journalists and
media workers were killed worldwide
in 2017, according to annual figures
published by Reporters Without
Borders (RSF) yesterday. Among them
were 50 professional reporters, the
lowest toll in 14 years. However, the
downward trend is due at least in part
to journalists giving up working in the
world’s deadliest spots. War-torn
Syria remains the most dangerous
country in the world for journalists,
RSF said, with 12 reporters killed, fol-
lowed by Mexico where 11 were
assassinated.

They included Javier Valdez, one of
the most prominent chroniclers of
Mexico’s deadly drug war, whose mur-
der in May sparked a public outcry.
The 50-year-old AFP contributor was
shot dead in broad daylight in the
street in the violent northwestern state
of Sinaloa. His last book, “Narco-jour-
nalism”, recounted the tribulations of
Mexican reporters who try to cover
the country’s extremely violent “nar-
cos” drug cartels.  RSF said Mexico
was the deadliest country not at war,

saying those who “cover political cor-
ruption or organised crime are often
systemically targeted, threatened and
gunned down.”

‘Alarming comments’
The Philippines has become Asia’s

most dangerous country for reporters,
with at least five journalists being shot
in the last year, four of whom died of
their injuries. The rise comes after what
RSF called an “alarming comment” by
President Rodrigo Duterte who said in
May that “just because you’re a jour-
nalist you are not exempted from
assassination if you’re a son of a bitch.”
No journalists were killed in the coun-
try the previous year. The overall num-
ber of professional reporters slain
worldwide, however, fell to its lowest
number in 14 years, RSF said.

Of the 65 killed, the report said 39
were murdered, while the rest died in
the line of duty-collateral victims of
deadly circumstances likes air strikes
or suicide bombings.  The group said
that the drop in the death rate may be
because journalists were now being
better trained and protected for war
zones.  “The downward trend is also
due to journalists abandoning coun-
tries that have become too danger-
ous,” it added. “Countries such as
Syria, Iraq, Yemen, and Libya have
been haemorrhaging journalists.” But
the trend is not confined to countries
at war, RSF added.  — AFP 
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MOSUL: Photo shows a general view of the destruction in Mosul’s Old City. 2017 will be remem-
bered as the year the Islamic State organization’s ultra-violent experiment in statehood was
terminated but Iraq and Syria are left staring at ruined cities and daunting challenges. — AFP 


